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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW 
April 27, 2019 
 
PAUL GOYDOS 
KEVIN SUTHERLAND   ( - 12   OZ) 
 
 
Q.  Two consistent rounds for you guys pretty much.  What are you looking forward to 
going into tomorrow? 
 
PAUL GOYDOS:  I thought we played better today than yesterday.  Yesterday I think we 
(inaudible).  We played really well, we had a lot of looks.  It played hard. 
 
Q.  How hard was the wind out there?  Obviously not that hard for you, Kevin.   
 
KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  No, that was crazy, that was crazy wind.  At times it was blowing 
insanely hard.  But, you know, I played really well today and got a lot of easy birdies early 
and sometimes you can just feed off that.  It was a good day for us.  5 under par out here's a 
good score.  
 
PAUL GOYDOS:  Thanking Ben for a golf course you can play in the wind.  We could have 
played someplace else, it would have been a lot tougher.  He did a really good job building 
the golf course. 
 
Q.  Obviously a runner-up finish and then T-8 last year.  What is it about -- obviously 
your relationship's so strong, but what complements each other's game do you 
think? 
 
PAUL GOYDOS:  You know, I actually thought about that a little.  Kevin's a -- and I'm not 
saying I'm not, but Kevin's a professional golfer.  He drives the ball good, he hits the ball on 
a lot of greens, and that's the way the vast majority of people out here play.   
 
I would say I am, too, but I'm more on the artist side of the game.  I'm more feel.  To have a 
guy -- again, Kevin's just so consistent.  In my opinion, the better Kevin plays, the more it 
allows me to do the things that I do that make me play well.  I think that's part of the reason 
why we switched -- once we switched the order, we actually played pretty well here because 
Kevin is so consistent.  And again, there's a lot of guys like Kevin out here that would allow 
me to kind of do the things that I do. 
 
Q.  How about the par 3s today, what did you take from today that will kind of gear 
you up for tomorrow?   
 
KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  Play them better than I did today. 
 
PAUL GOYDOS:  I only birdied -- I actually -- the par 3s, let me think.  No, that one I didn't 
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play very well.  I missed two of the greens.  There's a little bit of (inaudible) to file today 
away.  Tomorrow's not going to be like this, it's not going to be this windy.  This will be a 
totally different day.  This tournament I think is really based around the par 3 course over 
there at Top of the Rock.  This is just kind of the (inaudible) right now in this tournament. 
 
Q.  If one of you guys get down, is there something that you guys do to kind of get out 
of that? 
 
PAUL GOYDOS:  You know, I don't think Kevin -- I think again, again, going back to the 
artist side, I think I'm more of the emotional side.  I don't think we've ever had -- I actually 
think playing in a team event keeps your emotions in check more.  You don't get as down.  I 
don't get as elated, either.  Not that I ever get elated.   
 
KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  "Elated" and "Goydos" doesn't go together.  
 


